Veritas InCare, LLC was founded in 2007 by
leaders with decades of health care experience.
Our Mission at Veritas InCare, LLC is simple.
To provide a satisfying living experience to everyone that calls a Veritas community their home.
Our Philosophy of Care. To provide the highest
quality-of-life possible for each of our residents.
Our Main Objective. To be an advocate
for each of the residents that live in our
communities. Maintaining and attaining resident
independence drives our clinical processes.
Collaboration with families, residents, and
medical professionals is imperative to our
mission. Providing opportunities for our residents
to exercise their mental, physical, social and
spiritual selves is core to every interaction.

At Veritas, our residents truly come first.

Beautiful life. Beautiful place.
Beautiful choice. An assisted lifestyle
requires the surroundings and scenery to make
it worth enjoying.
And Regency House’s location in Hixson, just
outside Chattanooga, has all that one could
want. And more.
Nestled in the historic charm and beauty of
Tennessee, it’s a place surrounded by natural
beauty. From mountains, to streams, to
wide-open blue skies, there’s something
beautiful in the air year-round.
Plus, there’s the many activities offered in the
Chattanooga area. All the sporting events,
musical performances, great restaurants and
unforgettable shopping our residents have
enjoyed their whole lives. All nearby and
available at a moment’s notice.
Come visit us today, and see the wealth of life
assisted living has to offer you.

2062 Hamill Road
Hixson, Tennessee 37343
423 870 0050 FAX 423 870 1558
www.veritasincare.com
Contact us: regency@veritasincare.com

Assisting you with the
utmost care. Regency House offers you a

The good times
never stop here. We never forget that

variety of services to insure the highest quality of
assisted living care available.
For your peace of mind, assisted living services
at Regency House are ideal for people who need
a hand with the activities of daily life. While living
independently in their own apartments, residents
may receive daily care for tasks such as eating,
bathing, dressing and medication monitoring.
Thereby assisting residents, but allowing them full
independence.

activities and social programs are an important
part of living—and the recovery process.
That’s why Regency House has a steady
schedule of games,arts, crafts, planned
shopping trips, birthday celebrations, and other
activities - promoting social interaction and
individual well-being. Residents can also keep
active with our weekly fitness programs.
Also, volunteers visit Regency House
frequently to educate, entertain, and simply
spend time with residents.
Family pet visits are simply another way for
residents to enjoy a touch of family.
So get ready for activity, friends, and interaction.
It’s all waiting for you at Regency House.

Assisted Living is
Independent Living. The staff at

In keeping with a full lifestyle, the apartments
at Regency House are spaciously designed-featuring wide, welcoming windows—so you can
decorate with your own personal touches. Each
apartment is equipped with a kitchenette and a
private bathroom.
Mealtime at Regency House is a fun occasion
for residents to socialize while enjoying their
favorite foods. Led by a registered dietitian, our
dietary staff provides a variety of nutritious,
delicious and creative meals.

Regency House are committed to creating
the most beneficial assisted living environment
anywhere.
We know that a full, independent life can
be enjoyed with assistance from us. That’s
been our goal as we’ve created a vibrant,
exciting community where residents can be
as active as they wish.
Our social and activities programming is
matched only by our medical and dietary
attention to detail. All set against the gorgeous
backdrop of the Chattanooga area.
Once you see for yourself the gracious, inviting,
and invigorating lifestyle to be had at Regency
House, you’ll have a whole new appreciation for
assisted living.
Visit us and begin a fuller life today.

